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Table 1

So table 1, page 5, column c shows which type of organization a particular competition ... That is the way marks in Ranking A have been calculated (cf page11). 
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REPORT About the situation of French choirs In choral competitions « international concert » in Europe During the last 10 years (from 1995 to June 2004)



Handed over to Mr. Renaud DONNEDIEU DE VABRES Minister of Culture and communication On November 6, 2004



Christian BALANDRAS Director of the Florilège Vocal de Tours competitions



Foreword



In the course of their working contacts, the « Florilège Vocal de Tours » (1) representatives are brought to meet the Ministry inspectors who deal with choral activities in France. During these meetings, only a few people do know the facts that enable them to pass judgement on the matter, i.e. the choral competitions “international concert”. So we think it useful to gather the facts we know, as well as personal remarks in order to show and spread (2) a global picture which should allow us not only to take a sharper look but also to try and work out solutions to improve the present situation. Several previous reports indicated a growing interest in choral singing in France, all age groups included, from school choirs to third age choirs. No doubt about that, but what IS the rank of French choral singing in high level international choir competitions ? When looked at from abroad, what impression is formed about French choral singing by someone who regularly attends these great competitions ? In October and November 1986, the Ministry, at the request of “Florilege Vocal de Tours”, “in order to try and increase the participation of French choirs, both in number and quality”, had already called meetings, but they were intended for the Tours competition only. We mean to give this report a European scale after watching French choirs (not enough) participating in international competitions, and then point out a few ideas to try and improve the situation.



(1) Website : www.florilegevocal.com (2) Website: www.rapportbalandras.free.fr



International competitions : Facts gathered / stated.



At present, there exist two kinds of competition, to make it simple: -



strictly musical competitions, commercial (and / or tourist) competitions.



It is obvious that organisation, procedure, selection and atmosphere are very different from one competition to another, whether free entrance (often for several hundred listeners) is allowed or not, whilst some commercial competitions are held in camera. All the competing choirs are awarded a diploma by some competitions whilst a minimum level is required by others to award any prize. So table 1, page 5, column c shows which type of organization a particular competition can be linked with. The European Grand Prix competitions, the aims of which are fairly similar, are mentioned as such. Let us mention again these six: Arezzo (Italy), Debrecen (Hungary), Gorizia (Italy), Tolosa (Spain), Tours (France), and Varna (Bulgaria). As the director of the Florilege Vocal de Tours competitions, I am privileged to be invited often by other competitions, either as a Jury member (*) or as a guest of honour, (referred to as an « expert » by some countries), not mentioning Tours where I behave as an “actor”… So in the course of the last ten years, running precisely from 1995 to June 2004 included, I attended 40 international competitions, ten of them in Tours. To enlarge this pretty important collection, I willingly included some other significant competitions: three held in Marktoberdorf (Germany, in 1999, 2001 and 2003), two “Olympics” in Linz (2000) and Busan (2002) – the only non-European competition to be referred to in this report -, and the recently founded male voices competition in Cornwall. The actual results of the last four competitions were reported to me by Jacques Barbier, who attended them as a guest of honour or a jury member. Though it does not include all the European competitions, this collection of 50 European competitions (1), is nevertheless meaningful since it includes fifteen European cities, whose competition is internationally known.



(*) : 9 times in 7 different countries, from Ireland to Hungary or Bulgaria, which appear as J* in table 1, page 5, column b. (1): Indeed 49 in Europe + one in BUSAN (South Korea)



Scoring Of course all these competitions do not reach the same level, they have not developed in the same way, several are in their fit fifties, other are « new-born » and are not as well-known yet. Some of them, of a lesser reputation, do not award Prizes but only gold and silver medals. Some award 3 or 4 Prizes per category, others only 2 Prizes for the whole competition (maybe they are short of money ? ). Finally, others do not give any Grand Prix (e.g. Marktoberdorf, or Maasmechelen until 2001). Accordingly, the method of scoring should take all these differences into account and should be fair and trustworthy, allowing items to be compared and French skill to be graded in Europe. We choose to make Ranking A, as follows : 3 points for a 1st Prize 2 points for a 2nd Prize 2 points for a gold medal 1 point for a silver medal. As 3rd Prizes and bronze medals show very different levels, and as some competitions do not give 3rd Prizes, we did not take these awards (1) into account. That is the way marks in Ranking A have been calculated (cf page11). For Rankings B and C (2), marks do correspond with the grades of awards, namely : 10 points to a Grand Prix winner (Ranking B only) 30 points to a E. G. P. winner (Ranking C only). N.B. : A slight correction had to be made regarding some competitions which offer (too) many categories that are sometimes redundant. Such is the case of the 4th category (“double choir / musica policorale”) in Gorizia which, far from lacking interest (3), is in a way a duplicate of the 1st and 2nd categories “Polyphony”. In that particular case, and only for this Gorizia competition category, the 1st Prize is reduced from 3 to 2 points, the 2nd one from 2 to 1 point. So we try and avoid hunched and distorted marks, as the winners are very often the same. (1) Very often, they look like encouragement, not like real awards. (2) Each of these rankings only uses their own marks. There is no mixing between the marking rules. On the other hand, the recapitulation (page 15), that is undoubtedly the most complete and trustworthy result, adds the points of the three marking rules. (3) especially in the magnificent Basilica Aquileia… !!!
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16 concours différents Type de concours 892 b c d colonne d = nombre de chœurs participant à ce concours colonne e = nombre de pays participant à la manifestation colonne f = nombre de chœurs français participants colonne g = nombre de chœurs français récompensés



Table 1: analysis



- column d : the number of choirs participating in a particular competition.. These numbers give a clear indication of how large the event is. For instance, the six European Grand Prix competitions regularly gather more than 17 or 18 ensembles. Other competitions – but this is not stated as a proof of second rate level, of course not ! – only gather a dozen choirs – maybe because of financial reasons : so are Cork (Ireland), Maribor (Slovenia) or Montreux (Switzerland) Festivals or competitions.



- column e : the number of participating countries. On the whole, comments are the same as about column d. The E.G.P. competitions fairly often gather more than 14 or 15 countries, except Varna, where few western countries apply. Competitions of a smaller size rarely gather more than 9 or 10 countries. - column f : the number of French choirs participating. As regards figures : 28 French participations. A closer look shows that, out of 28, 24 participations occurred in Tours (so, in France). Out of 50 competitions selected, for the last ten years, French participation abroad was actually limited to 4 or 5 ensembles. Under these circumstances, how can one expect any award ? We come to the fundamental question : Why so poor a French participation in international events ? (1)



- column g : the number of French choirs awarded prizes. Same statements as in the paragraph above : out of 8 French choirs awarded prizes, 5 were in Tours (France), 3 were abroad (Laurence Equilbey in Arezzo, 2000, and Loïc Pierre in Debrecen, 2002, plus a French choir in Linz (?). However, in my opinion, so scanty a result does not reflect the level of choir singing in France. How can one expect to win Grand Prix in such circumstances (not even mentioning the European Grand Prix…)? (1) Exactly the same remarks could be made about French listeners who, most of the time, do not attend these great international events. But Tolosa or Montreux are situated only 50 km off the border, Maasmechelen is 150 km off the Belgian border and Gorizia only 350 km of the Alps. Shall one conclude that there exists a French « choral audience », merely for Mozart’s Requiem, Monteverdi « Vespro della Beata Virgine », or for « Carmen » or « the Hebrew slaves’ chorus »… Or that listeners only travel when they know one of the performing choristers ? Personally I refuse to admit that this is the case!
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JITOMIR Oreya (Ukraine) _____ VIENNE Sine Nomine (Autriche) _____ KECSKEMET Ars Nova (Hongrie) VIERZON Mikrokosmos (L. PIERRE), 2° Prix BUENOS AIRES C. Nat. Jeunes (Argentine) LYON Calliope (R. THEODORESCO), 1° + 2° P. POITIERS Ch. Ch. Vienne (A. MAILLARD), 2° P. LJUBLJANA Tone Tomsic (Slovénie) J. Chœur de PARIS (L. EQUILBEY), 1° Prix QUEZON CITY Ateneo (Philippines) _____ DEBRECEN Ch. Conservatoire (Hongrie) _____ LOS ANGELES U.S.C. (USA) _____ RIGA Kamer (Lettonie) _____ VIERZON Mikrokosmos (FRANCE) VIERZON Mikrokosmos (L. PIERRE), 2x1° Prix
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_____ _____ _____



LJUBLJANA Ave (Slovénie) _____ TAIPEI Century (Taiwan) _____ MANILA U.S.T. Singers (Philippines) _____ OSLO Grex Vocalis (Norvège) _____ MINSK Ch. Orthodoxe (Belarus) _____ VILNIUS Brevis (Lituanie) J. Chœur de PARIS (L. EQUILBEY) 2° Prix QUEZON CITY UPS Ambassadors (Philipp.) _____ VILNIUS Brevis (Lituanie) _____ OSLO Norwegian Youth Choir (Norvège) _____ KVALOYSLETTA Vokal Nord (Norvège) _____ MILAN Ars Cantica (Italie) _____



1 seul G. Prix pour la France h



colonne colonne colonne colonne



f = nombre de chœurs français participants g = nombre de chœurs français récompensés h = liste des vainqueurs des Grands Prix j = noms des chœurs français récompensés.



Récompensés = 7 (+ 1) j



Table 2: analysis



A glance at column h shows the 40 ensembles that won a G. Prix from 1995 to June 2004 (i.e. the scanned period). The results of these 40 G.P. will be used as a basis for Ranking B (see page 13). This is a true « international landscape » spreading from the U.S.A. to the Philippines and from Scandinavian countries to Argentina. Let us point out two important statements : 1. The extraordinary international richness of G.P. Prize lists in the great competitions such as Tolosa or Tours: - in TOLOSA : Estonia, Czech Republic, Russia, Ukraine, Latvia, Germany. - in TOURS : Ukraine, Austria, Hungary, Argentina, Slovenia, the Philippines, the U.S.A., Latvia and France (i.e. 9 different countries within a 10 years period !!! ). 2. The only French choir, winner of a Grand Prix : The Chamber Choir « Mikrokosmos » won the Tours competition G.P. in 2004. Column j shows the names of the French ensembles participating. When awarded, they are shown on a yellow background. Statements about page 6, columns g and j are confirmed: out of 8 awarded French choirs, 5 were in Tours (in France) and only 3 abroad (out of 50 competitions !!! – and during a 10 years period ).



N.B. : A third statement is also important and should be mentioned : The « Olympics » competitions in Linz (2000) and Busan (2002) are mentioned in this report. They are organized by the most commercial Interkultur from POHLHEIM (Germany). On purpose, the results of these two competitions are not mentioned in detail in so far as they prove neither to be valuable nor to mean much : over 25 categories… and 194 medals awarded (1) in Busan-2002. We can hardly share such a commercial competition “philosophy” and French choirs should not be directed that way…



(1) http://www.musica-mundi.com/co/ergbnis2002/en_ergebnis.html



Some comments…



1. As happens during major sporting events, the country that organizes the competition often benefits by some kind of « bonus ». In fact some ensembles feel better – or get a better reward – in their own country rather than abroad. Let us again give some examples : -



the choir « Magnificat » from BUDAPEST won in DEBRECEN (2000) the choir « Tone Tomsic » from LJUBLJANA won in MARIBOR (2002) the ensemble « Ars cantica » from MILAN won in AREZZO (2003) and so did « Mikrokosmos » from VIERZON in TOURS (2004).



I don’t think one should take offence at that. It seems to me it may be considered as quite normal and it would be rude to draw unfair conclusions about members of particular juries to being biased for instance. I can guarantee that, out of the 40 competitions that are taken into account and that I attended, adjudicators – though they sometimes use quite different marking rules – always achieved outstanding work in a perfectly trustworthy way. Any doubt about this point would be unfair. On the other hand, it is not unusual that some countries do not appear at all in their own country’s competition Prize list. But one example: no French choir appears in the 2001 Florilege Vocal Prize list.



2. The very good results some countries have achieved are often due to outstanding musical personalities, to such an extent that if one of them were not to appear, the countries’ results would be dramatically altered. For example, in alphabetical order : -



Germany : Georg GRÜN won 3 G.Prix with 2 different choirs Latvia : Maris SIRMAIS won 2 G. Prix Lithuania : Gintautas VENISLOVAS won 2 G. Prix Norway : Carl HØGSET, Tove RAMLO or Maria GAMBORG-HELBEKKMO Slovenia : Andraz HAUPTMAN and Stojan KURET…



France also possesses its own musical personalities. Sadly, with the exception of Loïc Pierre (« Mikrokosmos »), very few of them feel it is appealing to deal with international competition, especially abroad..



3. Finally, it seems that Hungary, as shown by its valuable and regular results (top record of 101 points) is the country in which most strong musical personalities involve themselves regularly in international competitions. All this is, no doubt, a result of a long tradition, but also the fruit of a faultless musical education from early childhood. Perhaps choir singing and choir conducting teaching are best organized and best maintained in that country.



Rankings: explaining the three marking rules



Ranking A takes account of the maximum number of data from the chosen item. At first glance it seems to be the most complete of the three of them. However rankings B and C, that are obviously less complete as they are more limited, do not lack interest: they should be understood as a complement or, better say, as a corrective, but at the same time they are amplifiers.



Ranking A : (page 11) is built from the full Prize lists of the 50 competitions ; its marking rules, described on page 4, do not take the G. Prix into account. A 1st prize scores 3 points, a 2nd prize scores 2 points…



Ranking B : (page 13) is built with the number of G.P. awarded by the 40 competitions that give G.P. – out of 50 (cf Table 2 page 7). The marking rules are described on page 4 and do not take European G.P. into account. A Grand Prix winner scores 10 points



Ranking C : (page 14) only takes the European G.P. results into account since it was founded, i.e. 15 years ago ; the marking rules are described on page 4. This ranking is limited to the top results of the six greatest European competitions (1). A European G.P. winner scores 30 points.



The Final Ranking (page 15) takes the 3 previous scoring rules into account and adds them. I think it may be considered as most trustworthy in so far as it may smooth some gaps or iniquities of the three previous rankings. One example will make it clear: the odd point is Sweden which does not appear in ranking B, whereas it gets a fairly good score in rankings A and C. Indeed two of the three European G.P. it was awarded (in 1992 and 1994) are outside the considered period, and the third (1999) corresponds to the Lund choir winner in Debrecen (1998), which competition is not taken into account within the list of our 50 competitions. By the way, let us notice Sweden is 7th in the final ranking; it corresponds exactly with ranking A, which no doubt is the most complete because it gathers the maximum number of data about the competitions. (1) Let us repeat that the European Grand prix competition, an event carried out with the « Festival des Chœurs Lauréats » (in Vaison la Romaine) may well be considered as the choral singing world championship.



Classement A ( Réalisé avec les Palmarès complets )



(*) Slovénie Norvège Lituanie Hongrie Lettonie Estonie



( 24 : 0,2 )



=



( 54 : 0,45 )



=



( 41 : 0,4 )



=



( 101 : 1,02 )



=



( 24 : 0,27 )



=



( 13 : 0,15 )



=



Suède Danemark Moldavie Finlande Israel Belgique



( 24 : 0,89 )



=



( 14 : 0,52 )



=



( 11 : 0,44 )



=



( 12 : 0,52 )



=



( 14 : 0,62 )



=



( 14 : 0,3 )



=



Rép. Tchèque Suisse Belarus Allemagne Espagne Pays Bas Ukraine Grèce Philippines



( 10 : 1,03 )



=



( 6 : 0,72 )



=



( 8 : 1,03 )



=



( 59 : 8,22 )



=



( 25 : 3,99 )



=



( 9 :1,58 )



=



( 28 : 5 )



=



( 5 : 1,03 )



=



( 37 : 7,71 )



=



( 3 : 0,81 )



=



( 22 : 6 )



=



( 3 : 0,85 )



=



( 12 : 3,92 )



=



( 17 : 5,88 )



=



( 3 : 1,05 )



=



( 8 : 5,76 )



=



Autriche France Bulgarie Pologne Gr. Bretagne Serbie (Yougosl.) Italie



120.00 120.00 102.50 100.00 88.88 86.66 26.96 26.92 25.58 23.07 22.58 13.59 9.70 8.33 7.76 7.17 6.26 5.62 5.60 4.85 4.80 3.70 3.66 3.52 3.07 2.89 2.85 1.38



(*) = Nombre de points obtenus (Prix et Médailles dans les 50 concours) divisé par la population du pays (en dizaines de millions d'habitants)



Table A: comments



The first ten countries in ranking A are nearly the same as in the final ranking, namely : -



Slovenia, the 3 baltic countries, Hungary, The Scandinavian countries (including Finland) Moldavia.



No doubt they are examples that should be taken into consideration, analysed and maybe closely followed out. The tradition and history of each of them are not without consequence; but educational and choral singing practice systems also matter very much.



The French score is not brilliant: it stands in the last group, together with Great Britain (which, however, has numerous and outstanding children choirs) and Italy too. Let us note that, if « Mikrokosmos » had not recently won the competition in TOURS (2004), thus scoring 6 points for two GPs, France would be last but one in ranking A out of 28 countries. ( 16 points / 6 = 2,66 )



One may also notice that all our next door neighbours (i.e. Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Spain, the Netherlands) hold a far better score than we do.



Ranking B This ranking takes into account the 40 GPs awarded (out of the 50 competitions selected in this Report*) during the scanned period (from 1995 to 2004 included). Scoring rules : each awarded GP scores 10 points ; the total score is then divided by the population of the country (per ten million inhabitants).



Table B



Slovenia Estonia Latvia Norway Lithuania Hungary Czech Republic Finland Austria Belarus Ukraine Philippines Germany Spain Italy France (1)



30 points 20 points 30 points 40 points 20 points 30 points 20 points 10 points 10 points 10 points 20 points 30 points 30 points 10 points 10 points 10 points



: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :



0,20 0,15 0,27 0,45 0,40 1,00 1,03 0,52 0,81 1,03 5,00 7,71 8,22 3,99 5,78 6,00



= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =



150,00 133,33 111,11 88,88 50,00 30,00 19,41 19,23 12,34 9,70 4,00 3,89 3,65 2,50 1,73 1,66



Comments : - Some meaningless results for remote countries (huge travel expenses) : the U.S.A. (30 points), Russia (10 points), Argentina (10 points), Canada (10 points), or Taiwan (10 points). - Note that Sweden (that performed brilliantly in the early nineties) and Denmark do not show in this ranking. Thus, calculating several kinds of scoring proves to be helpful if one does want to get a trustworthy result. But Sweden already started a renewal with a superb GP lately awarded in Debrecen competition in July 2004 (cf prize list in appendix 4 page 24) and also 2 first prizes in Tolosa (November 1st, 2004). - Russia was awarded only one GP thanks to the children choir « Vesna ». No adult Russian choir was awarded any GP since 1995. The same comment applies to the Florilege Vocal de Tours prize-list: no adult Russian choir was awarded any 1st prize since 1972 ! To be thought over…



(*) Let us mention again that several competitions – including some of the most important ones – do not (or did not) award any GP. Such are Marktoberdorf, Maasmechelen in 1996, 1999 and 2001, both Greek competitions and both “Olympics”. Maasmechelen’s willingness to have closer relationship with the other European Grand Prix competitions is to be mentioned. This competition has awarded a GP, as others do, since 2003. (1) These first points were scored in Tours in 2004, thanks to Mikrokosmos’s victory. Up to then, France was not awarded any GP. Let us expect that a long series has started…



Ranking C Let us repeat that this ranking only takes the « European Grand Prix » winners into account, since it was founded in 1989, i.e. for the last 15 years’ period (that is slightly longer than the 10 years’ period scanned by this Report). Nevertheless at such « top level » and given that but one E.G.P. is awarded every year, it seemed more sensible to take all the E.G.P. results for 15 years into account. Scoring rule : A E.G.P. winner scores 30 points. The total is divided by the population of the country (per 10 million inhabitants). See full E.G.P. results in appendix 1, page 19



Table C : Lithuania Slovenia Latvia Sweden Hungary Denmark Philippines Japan Russia* The U.S.A.



3 titres : 1991, 1993, 2003 1 titre : 2002 1 titre : 2004 3 titres : 1992,1994, 1999 2 titres : 1996, 2001 1 titre : 1989 1 titre : 1997 1 titre : 1995 1 titre : 2000 1 titre : 1998



90 points 30 points 30 points 90 points 60 points 30 points 30 points 30 points 30 points 30 points



: : : : : : : : : :



0,40 0,20 0,27 0,89 1,00 0.54 7,71 12,2 14,6 28,6



= = = = = = = = = =



225,00 150,00 111,11 101.12 60,00 55.55 3,89 2,46 2,05 1,04



Comments : - The E.G.P. was awarded twice to children choirs : in 2000 (*), to « Vesna » from MOSCOW. in 2001, to « Magnificat » from BUDAPEST. - Norway (nearly always showing in great international competitions’ prize-lists) has not succeeded in winning a E.G.P. title yet, in spite of repeated attempts by the best Norwegian choirs (especially under Carl Høgset and Maria Gamborg-Helbekkmo). - France, as some other countries, has not reached a E.G.P. title yet. It is obvious that before winning so great a reward, choirs first have to be awarded a GP by one of the six competitions of the E.G.P. association (which lately happened for France for the first time in 2004) and that of course they have to participate in these great international competitions very often. (*) A children choir (see page 20) was awarded the only E.G.P. Russia ever won.



Récapitulatif des classements / Résultat final



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Slovénie Lituanie Lettonie Estonie Norvège Hongrie Suède Danemark Finlande



( 24 : 0,2 ) ( 41 : 0,4 ) ( 24 : 0,27 ) ( 13 : 0,15 ) ( 54 : 0,45 ) ( 101 : 1,02 ) ( 24 : 0,89 ) ( 14 : 0,52 ) ( 12 : 0,52 )



Classement



Classement



Classement



Classement



A



B



C



Final



Avec les



Seulement



Seulement les



Palmarès



les



vainqueurs du



complets



Grands Prix



G. P. Européen



120.00 102.50 88.88 86.66 120.00 100.00 26.96 26.92 23.07



+ + + + + + + + +



150.00 50.00 111.11 133.33 88.88 30.00 19.23



+ + + + + + + + +



150.00 225.00 111.11 60.00 101.12 55.55 -



=



+ + + + + + + +



19.41 9.70 12.34 3.89 3.65



+ + + + + + + +



3.89 -



=



+ + + + + + + + + + +



4.00 2.50 1.66 1.73 -



+ + + + + + + + + + +



10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17



Rép. Tchèque Moldavie Israel Belarus Autriche Belgique Philippines Allemagne



( 59 : 8,22 )



9.70 25.58 22.58 7.76 3.70 13.59 4.80 7.17



18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28



Ukraine ( 28 : 5 ) Espagne ( 25 : 3,99 ) Suisse ( 6 : 0,72 ) Pays Bas ( 9 :1,58 ) France ( 22 : 6 ) Grèce ( 5 : 1,03 ) Bulgarie ( 3 : 0,85 ) Italie ( 8 : 5,76 ) Pologne ( 12 : 3,92 ) Gr. Bretagne ( 17 : 5,88 ) Serbie (Yougosl.) ( 3 : 1,05 )



5.60 6.26 8.33 5.62 3.66 4.85 3.52 1.38 3.07 2.89 2.85



( 10 : 1,03 ) ( 11 : 0,44 ) ( 14 : 0,62 ) ( 8 : 1,03 ) ( 3 : 0,81 ) ( 14 : 0,3 ) ( 37 : 7,71 )



-



= = = = = = = =



= = = = = = =



= = = = = = = = = = =



420.00 377.50 311.10 219.99 208.88 190.00 128.08 82.47 42.30 29.11 25.58 22.58 17.46 16.04 13.59 12.58 10.82 9.60 8.76 8.33 5.62 5.32 4.85 3.52 3.11 3.07 2.89 2.85



Final statement



1. One often notices that the French are not very keen on choral competitions. Many choirmasters feel they have a debt towards their cities, their “counties” or their regions (i.e. the authorities that allow them financial awards, sometimes valuable ones) but they do not see the point of facing fierce foreign competitors who are also remarkably trained.



2. A poor knowledge of international competitions (guess why !). We pretty often advise would-be candidates to the Florilege competition that it would be very useful to pay a visit to it the year before their participating, in order to locate the place, understand the organization and the way the competition works, test the level… All this is essential but a choir conductor has no time to appreciate it when he himself is a competitor.



3. Unlike what could be concluded from the rankings this Report publishes, I do not think French choir singing presently achieves a poor level. Far from that! However, one should bear in mind that most of the time we give a poor picture abroad, mainly because of a lack of participation. I agree that some French professional ensembles perform successful concerts abroad… but one should know that most of the great competitions do not allow professional choirs to enrol. On the other hand, we have quite a lot of youth choirs. They are strong would-be trump cards (1) that are often a great help during competitions. Not only do they represent the future but also the prime of life and, provided they are properly led, they can assimilate very quickly and perform recent repertoires in a remarkable way without any problem.



(1)



I shall give but one example to make the point clear : in ANKARA (Turkey) there are now at least three excellent nd youth choirs (« Ankapella » was awarded a 2 Prize in Debrecen this year; « Bilkent Youth Choir » was also awarded nd a 2 Prize in Tours, and « Orfeon » gleaned quite some rewards here and there…).



Some proposals… 1. I think French choirs would benefit from melting with or « rubbing » against foreign competitors. All these exchanges, such as the ones competition directors are used to practising, can be but most helpful : - not only to stimulate « troops » : who does not keep excellent memories after touring abroad with a choir ? Which choir does not feel stronger after a long tour ? - but chiefly to enrich repertoires in both ways : discover other repertoires but also export the French contemporary repertoire abroad.



2. Some incitement by the Ministry (ways to be defined) should allow the best French choirs to enrol for these great competitions and get ready to face foreign competitors. It could range from mere information through the media to a fair award (1) for those who try… and win…



3. With regard to international competition knowledge, if needed, the « Florilège Vocal de Tours » could help would-be candidates for these competitions abroad by providing any useful information about their organization or merely by answering their questions. Some other institutions such as « Europa – Cantat » in Bonn (Germany), the executive manager of which is Sonja Greiner, can also help by spreading the main information about these great European competitions..



4. I have witnessed the fact that some foreign choirs that regularly participate in the competitions (for instance every 3 or 4 years) will call upon an invited choirmaster for the last months’ rehearsals – competition included. He or she is generally a professional who pulls the choir out of its routine and finalizes the plan, especially when they deal with unusual repertoire. I don’t know whether such arrangement, not uncommon abroad, could be made in France… but why not ? Would professional choirmasters be willing to involve themselves in the matter ? 5. To finish with, maybe, a large think-tank gathering Ministry inspectors, persons in charge of « Voice missions », Florilege Vocal de Tours representatives, top choirmasters, called by the Ministry, could schedule 5 or 10 years plans, priority given to creation and participation in the international competitions. They would have to give a clear view about : - how choirmasters could be sent on missions to discover international competitions before being competitors and to study contemporary choral works in France and abroad as well ; - how top choirs could be awarded grants to be the worthy representatives of France and export new repertoires. (1) cf awards granted to German choirs by the Deutsche Musikrat that covers 50% of travel expenses for important plans.



In conclusion



As it has been stated, French participation in international competitions is so rare that it often verges on poverty. No living tradition, a lack of involvement and a poor knowledge of facts about international choir singing seem to be the main reasons (1). Being absent from competitions is not only prejudicial to the very picture of French choir singing (non-existent as seen from abroad) but also to the exchanges that should normally take place with foreign choirs, especially about repertoires, not to speak of creation, of course. All over the world, must the creation of French contemporary works be neglected, or else remain some foreign choirs’ exclusive ground – Hungarian, for instance – that risk performing and even, sometimes, recording the contemporary French composers’ creations ? This report is not intended for putting forward solutions – which would be pretentious from us -, but only for information and bringing to mind what the situation is. The proposal of a large think-tank gathering all the indispensable interlocutors could perhaps lead to working out schedules of “five-year plans”, the main aim of which would be a complete reversal of the situation. I am sure French choirmasters are able to deal with it. This is what I am eagerly looking forward to !



Ch. BALANDRAS



(1) For its part, the”Florilege Vocal de Tours” decided that the best choir in the national competition would be automatically selected for the international competition taking place the next year.
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Appendix 1 EUROPEAN GRAND PRIX full Prize-list 1989



in Arezzo (Italy)



Kammerkoret Hymnia, COPENHAGUE, under P. Emborg & F. Windekilde.



Denmark



Lithuania



1990 (did not take place) 1991



in Tours (France)



Conservatoire Chamber Choir, VILNIUS, under Tadas Sumskas.



1992



in Gorizia (Italy)



S. Jacobs Kammerchör, STOCKHOLM, under Gary Graden.



1993



in Varna (Bulgaria)



Jauna Musika, VILNIUS, under V. Augustinas & R. Skapas.



1994



in Tolosa (Spain)



The Mats Nilsson Vocal Ensemble, STOCKHOLM, under Mats Nilsson.



1995



in Arezzo (Italy)



Kallos Choir, TOKYO, under Fumiaki Kuriyama.



1996



in Debrecen (Hung.) Pro Musica Leanikar, NYIREGYHAZA, under Denes Szabo.



1997



in Tours (France)



The Philippines Madrigal Singers, QUEZON CITY, The Philippines under Andrea O. Veneracion.



1998



in Gorizia (Italy)



University of Mississippi Concert Singers, OXFORD, The U.S.A. under Jerry Jordan.



1999



in Varna (Bulgaria)



Lunds Vocal Ensemble, LUND, under Ingemar Mansson.



2000



in Tolosa (Spain)



Children Choir Vesna, MOSCOW, direction : Alexander Ponomarev.



2001



in Debrecen (Hung.) Children Choir Magnificat, BUDAPEST, under Valéria Szebelledi.



Hungary



2002



in Arezzo (Italy)



A.P.Z. Tone Tomsic, LJUBLJANA, under Stojan Kuret.



Slovenia



2003



in Tours (France)



Ensemble Brevis, VILNIUS, under Gintautas Venislovas.



Lithuania



2004



in Gorizia (Italy)



Jauniesu Koris « Kamer… », RIGA, under Maris Sirmais.



Sweden



Lithuania



Sweden



Japan



Hungary



Sweden



Russia



Latvia



Appendix 2 33rd FLORILEGE VOCAL DE TOURS Prize-list for international choral singing competition (May 29 & 30, 2004) CHILDREN CHOIRS INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION (5 choirs from 4 countries were competing)



Category 5 – Children Choirs : - The 1st Prize was not awarded. - A 2nd Prize was awarded to the « Gloria » choir (JITOMIR, Ukraine) under Mrs Nataliya KLIMENKO. - A 3rd Prize was awarded to the « Lacrimosa » choir (CHISINAU, Moldavia) under Mrs Angela PRISACARU.



INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION (14 choirs from 13 countries were competing) Category 1 – Mixed choirs : - The 1st Prize was awarded to the « Mikrokosmos » Chamber Choir (VIERZON, France) under Loïc PIERRE. - A 2nd Prize was awarded to the « Bilkent Youth Choir » (ANKARA, Turkey) under Mrs Elena HRISTOVA. rd - The 3 Prize was not awarded.



Category 2 – Equal voices : - The 1st Prize was not awarded. - A 2nd Prize was awarded to the Female Choir « Puellae » (PECS, Hungary) under Valer JOBBAGY. - A 3rd Prize was awarded to « La Bottega Musicale » (San RAFFAELE, Italy), under Giovanni CUCCI.



Category 3 – Mixed Vocal Ensembles : - The 1st Prize was not awarded. - A 2nd Prize in a draw was awarded to: - Choir « Choros Amici » (BURTON on TRENT, G.-B.) under Chris MALLINSON. - and to « Canticum Novum » (DEBRECEN, Hungary) under Mrs Agnès TÖRÖK. - A 3rd Prize was awarded to the « Gustaf Vasa Vokalensemble » (STOCKHOLM, Sweden), under Lars FREDEN.



Category 4 – Free Program : - The 1st Prize was awarded to the « Mikrokosmos » Chamber Choir (VIERZON, France) under: Loïc PIERRE. - A 2nd Prize was awarded to the « Gustaf Vasa Vokalensemble » (STOCKHOLM, Sweden) under Lars FREDEN. - A 3rd Prize was awarded to the choir « Choros Amici » (BURTON on TRENT, G.-B) under Chris MALLINSON.



Prize-list for the 33rd FLORILEGE VOCAL DE TOURS (continuation)



SPECIAL AWARDS : The Prix du Public was awarded to the « Gustaf Vasa Vokalensemble » (STOCKHOLM, Sweden). under Lars FREDEN. The Prix special Renaissance was not awarded. The Prize for a First Production Work was awarded to « La Bottega Musicale » (San RAFFAELE, Italy) under Giovanni CUCCI, for the performance, during the competition, of the piece « Ninna Nanna » by Elena CAMOLETTO. The Prix du Ministere, given on the stage by the Minister of Culture Mr Renaud DONNEDIEU DE VABRES, was awarded to the Female Choir « Puellae » (PECS, Hungary), under Valer JOBBAGY, for the interpretation of « La tour d’amour » by Florent SCHMITT.



The GRAND PRIX DE LA VILLE DE TOURS: was awarded to « Mikrokosmos » Chamber Choir (VIERZON, France), under Loïc PIERRE. This choir is selected to compete for the 2005 « European Grand Prix » that will take place in VARNA (Bulgaria) in May 2005.



The Juryboard of the 2004 Florilege Vocal competitions included : Rachid SAFIR (France), Chairman of the Jury, Kari ALA-PÖLLÄNEN (Finland), Chairman for the Children Choir competition, Simon CARRINGTON (G.B. / USA), Nicole CORTI (France), Gary GRADEN (Sweden), Irène JARSKY (Ministry, France), Vytautas MISKINIS (Lithuania), Karmina SILEC (Slovenia), Catherine SIMONPIETRI (France), Joël SUHUBIETTE (France), Silvere Van LIESHOUT (Netherlands) and Erik Van NEVEL (Belgium).



Reminder: The 33rd FLORILEGE is the 50th competition this Report is taking into account.



Appendix 3 GORIZIA (Italy) 43rd International Choral singing Competition « C.A. SEGHIZZI » (July 2004) Category 1 – Polyphony, historical program: - The 1st Prize was not awarded (minimum score requested 90/100) - A 2nd Prize was awarded to the « Tower Youth Choir » (WELLINGTON, N.-Zealand) - A 3rd Prize was awarded to the Choir « Helicon » (LIER, Belgium)



Category 2 – Polyphony, monograph program : - The 1st Prize was not awarded (minimum score requested 90/100) - A 2nd Prize in a draw was awarded - to the « Tower Youth Choir » (WELLINGTON, N.-Zealand) - and to the choir « Cantemus » (MINSK, Belarus)



Category 3 – Ensembles Vocaux : - The 1st Prize was awarded to the Ensemble « Discantus » (BUDAPEST, Hungary) - A 2nd Prize was awarded to the Vocal group « Cosmos » (RIGA, Latvia) - A 3rd Prize was awarded to the choir « Cantemus » (MINSK, Belarus)



Category 4 – Polyphony with double choir : - The 1st Prize was not awarded (minimum score requested 90/100) - A 2nd Prize was awarded to the « Tower Youth Choir » (WELLINGTON, N.-Zealand) - A 3rd Prize in a draw was awarded - to the « Akademiska Koer » (LUND, Sweden) - and to the choir « Cantemus » (MINSK, Belarus)



The 2004 GRAND PRIX « SEGHIZZI » was awarded to the « Discantus » Ensemble (BUDAPEST, Hungary) under Peter MESZAROS. This choir is selected to compete for the 2005 « European Grand Prix » that will take place in VARNA (Bulgaria) in May 2005. N.B.: The Gorizia (Italy) 43rd international competition might be number 51 in this report. No French choirs were taking part.



Appendix 4 DEBRECEN (Hungary) 21st International Choral singing competition « BELA BARTOK » (July 2004)



Children Choirs : - A 1st Prize in a draw was awarded - to the choir « Vesna » (MOSCOW, Russia) - and to the « Tygerberg Children’s Choir » (SANLAMHOF, South Africa) - A 3rd Prize was awarded to the choir « Zorynka » (TCHERNOBYL, Ukraine)



Young Female Choirs : - A 3rd Prize was awarded to the choir « Zorynka » (TCHERNOBYL, Ukraine)



Female Choirs : - The 1st Prize was awarded to the Fem. Cond. Of Estonia Ens. (TALLINN, Estonia) - A 2nd Prize in a draw was awarded - to the Female Choir « Lajos Bardos » (DEBRECEN, Hungary) - and to the « Minjona » Choir (RIGA, Latvia) - A 3rd Prize was awarded to the Ensemble « Prélude » (BUDAPEST, Hungary)



Mixed Vocal Ensembles : - A 3rd Prize was awarded to the Ensemble « ProForma » (OLSZTYN, Poland)



Chamber Choirs : - A 1st Prize in a draw was awarded - to the Chamber Choir « Vox Gaudiosa » (OSAKA, Japan) - and to the « Joyful Company of Singers » (LONDON, G.-B.) - A 2nd Prize was awarded to the Choir « Ankapella » (ANKARA, Turkey) - A 3rd Prize was awarded to « Canticum novum » (MÜNSTER, Germany)



Mixed Choirs : - The 1st Prize was awarded to the « Allmänna Sangen » (UPPSALA, Sweden) - A 2nd Prize in a draw was awarded - to the Academic Choir of the Conservat. (SARATOV, Russia) - and to the Choir « Cantemus » (NYIREGYHAZA, Hungary) - A 3rd Prize was awarded to the Akademisk Kor (AARHUS, Denmark)



The GRAND PRIX 2004 « Bela Bartok » was awarded to the « Allmänna Sangen » ensemble (UPPSALA, Sweden) under Cecilia RYDINGER-ALIN. This choir is selected to compete for the 2005 « European Grand Prix » that will take place in VARNA (Bulgaria) in May 2005. st



N.B. : The 21 DEBRECEN international competition (Hungary / July 2004) was not taken into account to calculate rankings. It might be number 52 in this report. No French choirs were taking part.



Appendix 5 AREZZO (Italy) 52nd « Guido d’Arezzo » International Competition (August 2004)



Category 1 : Gregorian - 1st Prize : Consortium Vocale (OSLO, Norway) - 2nd Prize : Officium Consort (PORDENONE, Italy) - 3rd Prize : University Card. Wyszynski Choir (VARSOVIA, Poland)



Category 2 : Polyphony - 1st Prize : Kammerkoret Nova (OSLO, Norway) - 2nd Prize : Suginami Gakuin and Kikula Ensemble (TOKYO, Japan) - 3rd Prize : Victoria Kamarakorus (SZEGED, Hungary)



Category 3 : Children choirs - 1st Prize : Puellae Orantes (TARNOW, Poland) - 2nd Prize : Speghani (EREVAN, Armenia) - 3rd Prize : Coro Celestino Eccher (CLES, Italy)



Category 4 : Special award Best interpretation of the work awarded the 2003 composition prize : - Special award : Victoria Kamarakorus (SZEGED, Hungary)



The GRAND PRIX 2004 « Città di Arezzo » was awarded to the « Kammerkoret Nova » Ensemble (OSLO, Norway) under Anne Karin SUNDAL This choir is selected to compete for the 2005 « European Grand Prix » that will take place in VARNA (Bulgaria) in May 2005. N.B. : The 52nd AREZZO international competition (Italy / August 2004) was not taken into account to calculate rankings. It might be number 53 in this report. No French choirs were taking part.
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Table 1 

The countries of Britain have participated in these social processes as ..... (grouping together the two lowest levels to give reasonable sample sizes): ..... Social Stratification: Research and Theory for the 1970s, Indianapolis: Bobbs- Merrill,.
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TABLE 1. cont'd 

Styrene, tert-butoxy-. Fumarate, dibutyl. 0.18. 0.01 ... Succinimide, TV-vinyl-. Maleate, dimethyl. 1.25. 0.16 ...... Vinyl chloride. Maleate, dioctyl. 0.05. 0.14. 0.608.
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TABLE 1. cont'd 

Fumarate, bis(3-[tris(trimethylsiloxy). 0.67. 0.21. 1040 ..... Imidazole, l-vinyl-2-methyl-. Acrylate, methyl ..... Butadiene, 2,3-bis(diethyl-phosphono)-. 0.43. 0.14. 759.
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TABLE 1. cont'd .fr 

Chlorinated rubber-gro/if-poly(methyl methacrylate). Fractional precipitation. Butanone/ ..... EPDM. 1648. Poly(ethylene) -I- poly(ethylene-co-vinylacetate). TREF.
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Table 1 -FCP-GSA 

1,45. 1,44. 2,10. 2,08. 1,76. 1,44. 2,10. 1,14. 1,46. 2,14. 1,79. 1,41. 2,14. 1,14. 1,39. 1,56. 1,64. 1,27. 1,73. 1,68. 1,66. 1,50. 1,43. Al2O3. 17,21. 15,76. 14,39.
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1-1 Table des matières des témoignages 

Français. Catégorie Organisation criminelle. Date. 15.01.1987. Intérêt. Très grand ...... Garde présidentielle, Section S.D.I dirigée par Luc Désir. • Service ... 19.05.1974: arrestation. Description de ..... Avril - juillet 1983 : élections municipa
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1 TABLE DES MATIERES ANNEXES 

ICA 1 799 787 USD payé par TFM le 15 Janvier 2010 à. Fungurume non retracé à la DGE Kinshasa. Payement à vérifier auprès de CDI Katanga. 8.1.2.
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table 

Wash stainless steel and painted metal exteriors with a clean sponge or soft ..... 100% of the filter's rated life is used, the red (Replace) light comes on, and it is ...
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TABLE 
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casualty table agility table 

Pinched Nerve. Miss next game. 51. Damaged Back. Niggling Injury. 52. Smashed Knee. Niggling Injury. 53. Smashed Hip .1 MA. 54. Smashed Ankle .1 MA. 55.
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Netherlands - Tier 1 - All-Time Table Â© by soccer library 1 All-Time Table 

29 Fortuna '54. 12. 392. 141 99 152. 635. 700. -65. 522. 30 Telstar. 14. 468. 118 140 210. 530. 754 -224. 494. 31 GVAV. 13. 392. 123 115 154. 533. 595. -62.
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1 Table of comtents - Regards sur sciences 

REM colomns 14-16 : atom name. REM colomns 18-20 : three-letter amino-acid code. REM colomn 22 : it's a letter of the order amino. REM acid in the molecule ...
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TABLE DES MATIÃˆRES 1. INTRODUCTION ... 

rÃ¨gles antidopage du CIO applicables aux Jeux Olympiques de la Jeunesse ... La pÃ©riode des Jeux est dÃ©finie comme Ã©tant la phase commenÃ§ant le jour de.
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Table 1. Examples Hochberg et al. 2008 

distinct cell lineages gametic cell competition. [24, 167-170]. Insecta. Drosophila melanogaster,. D. simulans eggs wild-type sperm (fair meiosis) yes segregation.
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Portugal - Tier 1 - All-Time Table © by soccer library 1 

All-Time Table 1934/35 - 2016/17. Club. S Pd. W. D. L GF GA GD Pts. 1 Benfica. 83 2330 1588 441 301 5629 2056 3573 5205. 2 Porto. 83 2330 1538 430 365 ...
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INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION 1 (IE = "HIGH") Table 6. Instruction Set 1 

x Set DDRAM address to "00H" from. AC and return cursor to its original position if shifted. The contents of. DDRAM are not changed. 1.53ms. Power down mode.
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Hubtischwagen Lifting table Table élévatrice Mesa elevadora 

Ausgabe 05/2010. 157625 / 157627. 157628 / 157629. Release brake brake off on ... The height is adjusted by means of a hydraulic foot pump and this allows a.
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Hubtischwagen Lifting table Table élévatrice Mesa elevadora 

The sliding bracket of the HTW 15 is provided with a folding mechanism. When the ... Dehmer Straße 58-66, 32549 Bad Oeynhausen, declare that the design of.
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Table of content Illustrations table - Ezin Hobeki 

Apr 30, 2010 - Here is a little tutorial. Version 30/04/ ..... a GUI "save as" window appears and asks to save the pipe drawing in a CAD file (dxf file extension).
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table d'hôte 

Fondu Parmesan maison et son chutney de fruits du sud. OU. Potage d'inspiration. Fondue chinoise et poulet accompagnée de nos six sauces maison, pommes.
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Table ronde 

france info. 07.02.2014. Votre Ouotidien en Ouestion, chronique de Raphaelle Duchemin. Table-ronde sur la Consommation collaborative.
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m656480196 1 2 ab table assembly assemblage de la table ... - Amisco 

TABLE ASSEMBLY. ASSEMBLAGE DE LA TABLE. 2 PEOPLE. 2 PERSONNES. 1 1/2" 7/8-9nc. 1. 3. C. D. 1. E. 1. In order to prevent any damage to this product,.
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m656480176 1 2 table assembly assemblage de la table 3 ... - Amisco 

Plaque (ModÃ¨les avec dessus de verre) 4. Hardware. Sac de quincaillerie. 1. ITEM DESCRIPTION. QTY. 1. 2. HARDWARE LIST / LISTE DE QUINCAILLERIE.
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m656480176 1 2 table assembly assemblage de la table 3 ... - Amisco 

ASSEMBLAGE DE LA TABLE. 1. 3. In order to prevent any damage to this product,. DO NOT USE ANY POWER TOOLS. Afin de prÃ©venir tout dommage Ã  ce ...
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